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The Original

GLUGGLE JUG
Collection

MADE IN ENGLAND SINCE 1867
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These ‘gluggling’ jugs have a rich history, 
with the earliest designs being traced back 
to the 19th Century. Their rise to popularity 
came in the mid-1900s, when Dartmouth 
Pottery began producing their own range 
and a pair of bespoke jugs were gifted to 
the Royal Family on a visit to the Britannia 
Naval College in 1958. These fascinating 
water jugs soon became collectables, with 
particular designs still sought after.

Today, Wade produce a range of ‘gluggling’ 
jugs which have been fondly named 
Gluggle Jugs in recognition of their long 
history of bringing unique sound to meal 
tables across the world. These charming 
jugs are the perfect centerpieces, 
combining character, fun and tradition 
with functionality. 

Our range is expansive and growing. From 
our original jug, we’ve widened the range 
to include 3 different sized versions of our 
classic fish design, providing an option 

for all requirements and tastes. Whether 
you’re pouring a fine spirit, fresh water, 
or a sweet dessert wine, we have a 
Gluggle Jug to suit you.

Our jugs also come in a wide array of 
patterns and colours and can be fully 
personalised. From elegant pastel to 
vibrant, patriotic flags, there is a Gluggle 
Jug design for you.

Produced in Stoke-On-Trent, England, 
our jugs display the true capabilities 
of Wade’s design and manufacturing 
expertise, making use of the finest British 
raw materials and skilled craftmanship to 
produce timeless classics which put the 
fun into pouring.

Since the late 1800s, Gluggle Jugs have been bringing 
entertainment and novelty to our tables, gluggling merrily when 
poured from three quarters full. As a fully functional water jug, 
these unique and quirky pieces provide a practical addition to 
any dining table while adding a twist of humour.

The Perfect
CENTERPIECE
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COLOUR COLLECTIONThe
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A JUG FOR EVERY TABLE

G31155/BK G31156/BK G31155/BL

Approx 8.5 “ -  24 fl oz Approx 3.5 “ -  2 fl oz

BLACK

GREEN

Extra large

Extra large

Large 

Large 

Mini

Mini

BLUE

LIME

Extra large

Extra large

Large 

Large 

Mini

Mini

Extra Large
Approx 10 “ -  38 fl oz

Large Mini

To ensure we have a solution to match your 
needs and tastes, our jugs come decorated 
in thirteen distinctive colours. Each colour is 
available in up to three different sizes; mini, 
large and extra large. 

G31158/BK G31156/BL G31158/BL

G31155/GN G31156/GN G31158/GN G31155/LI G31156/LI G31158/LI
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COLOUR COLLECTIONThe

PALE BLUE

WHITE

Extra large

Extra large

Large 

Large 

Mini

Mini

TERRACOTTA

YELLOW

Extra large

Extra large

Large 

Large 

Mini

Mini

MANDARIN

Extra large Large Mini

PAPRIKA

Extra large Large Mini
G31155/MAN G31156/MAN G31158/MAN G31155/PAP G31156/PAP G31158/PAP

G31155/PB G31156/PB G31158/PB G31155/TERR G31156/TERR G31158/TERR

G31155/WH G31156/WH G31158/WH G31155/Y G31156/Y G31158/Y
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MULTI COLOURED HAND PAINTED

HAND PAINTED BLUES

Extra large

Extra large

Large Mini

Mini

HAND PAINTED GREENS

Extra large
G31155/HP/BL G31158/HP/BL G31155/HP/GN

G31155/HP G31156/HP G31158/HP
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UK FLAG GLUGGLE JUG

FLAG COLLECTIONThe

Available in:

Mini Extra Large
G31158/UKFLAG G31155/UKFLAG

Available in:

Mini Extra Large
G31158/USAFLAG G31155/USAFLAG

USA FLAG GLUGGLE JUG

A RANGE FOR PATRIOTS
We’ve brought our Gluggle range up to date for the 21st century, designing a series of hand decorated, special 
edition jugs painted with the Union Jack and the stars and stripes. These vibrant, contemporary Gluggle Jugs 
bring a spirit of patriotism to the meal table, while gluggling merrily when poured from three quarters full.
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Our Gluggle Jugs can be fully bespoke with an embossed 
company name, brand logo or with custom colours. 
Commissioning your own Gluggle Jug is a great way to promote 
your brand with a unique, expertly crafted piece of ceramic.

We’ve produced personalised Gluggle Jugs for a range of 
clients including Plymouth Gin and the Mango Tree restaurant. 

JUGSPersonalised
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ROOSTER GLUGGLE JUG

ALLIGATOR GLUGGLE JUG

WIDE MOUTH BASS GLUGGLE JUG

ANIMAL COLLECTIONThe

G31682/PAP

G31678/PAP

G31682/GN

G31678/GN

G31682/WH

G31678/WH G31678/HP

G31680/GN

G31682/BLMini

G31672/GN

G31678/BLExtra 
Large

Blue 

G31684/GY G31679/GY

Green Paprika White Multi Coloured 
Hand Painted

Available in: Mini Approx 3.5 “ -  2 fl oz

Available in:

Mini Extra Large

Approx 10 “ -  38 fl ozApprox 3.5 “ -  2 fl oz

Available in:

Mini Extra Large

Approx 10 “ -  38 fl ozApprox 3.5 “ -  2 fl oz

Extra Large Approx 10 “ -  38 fl oz
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www.wade.co.uk

Wade Ceramics
Since 1810, Wade has been designing and manufacturing iconic ceramics, uniting the best of British 
workmanship and finest raw materials with the company’s contemporary style to deliver practical, premium 
quality products.

People are the key to Wade’s history of success, with skilled craftsmanship and effective teamwork lying 
at the company’s core. Wade’s experienced team have selected the best processes and source the finest 
materials to ensure the Wade brand continues to be a recognized mark of quality. To ensure the company keeps 
ahead of technological developments, Wade continues to invest in state-of-the-art machinery to improve the 
efficiency and consistent quality of their products. While producing the finest products, Wade also takes its 
environmental responsibilities seriously, taking measures to minimize waste by recycling excess materials.

Bessemer Drive, Stoke on Trent,
Staffordshire, ST1 5GR. England.

T: 00 44 (0)845 481 0206
F: 00 44 (0)845 481 0207
E: enquiries@wade.co.uk

900 Merchants Concourse, Suite 211,
Westbury, NY 11590. USA.

T: 00 1 516 368 8251
F: 00 1 516 248 4518

E: customercare@wadeusa.com


